Window into the complexities of chromosome interactomes.
DNA is folded into increasingly complex yet highly mobile structures to organize the chromosomes. In the interphase nucleus, chromosomes or part of the chromosomes encounter one another preferentially at the boundaries between chromosomal territories. Although this situation implies that the preferred chromosomal neighborhood is a key determinant of interactions between chromosomes, what this means in functional terms is currently not well understood. Using the H19 imprinting control region as a window, it has been demonstrated that epigenetic information of the primary chromatin fiber has dual functions. Thus, epigenetic marks not only influence the proximity between chromatin fibers but also transfer epigenetic states between chromatin fibers both in cis and in trans. High-throughput sequence and DNA fluorescence it situ hybridization (FISH) analyses reveal that these features require chromatin movements that are restricted in space and time. The mechanisms involved in the establishment of chromosome interactomes may provide insight of fundamental importance into pivotal regulatory processes in the nucleus, such as the coordination of transcriptional programs and replication timing.